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C. 0. P. _ s. J. C., STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

April 9, 1948—No. 24

CALIFORNIA CAVALCADE!

Les Brown on Sentimental Journey to Mardi Gras
TUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICES Girls!
Girls! Girls! Girls! Girls! Girls! Girls! Girls!
ROPOSED BY COMMITTEE

In a meeting of the Constitutional Committee on the Student
ederated Assoeiation held Wednesday, the offices of the governIK.nt were decided upon. These offices will be submitted to the
tudent body 85 a whole for ratification.
The government is to be made*
p 0f three units, Unit 1 consist
,g of the 11th and 12th grades,
;nit 2 of the 13th and 14th, and
nit 3 of the 15th and 16th. Each
nit will have its own set of offiArchania took the first-prize
ers, and the three units as a cup at the annual Pacific Band
ihole would be called the senate. Frolic Tuesday night which was
virtually a "shot in the arm" in
IACH UNIT
!the way of good entertainment.
The officers ,of each .unit are
,, "Judgment Day" was the name
L follows: Chairman, who would Qf thejr act wh-ch
t
d the
have the normal powers of any chQlce Qf Heaven or Hades for
haimian, control over the mdi- the talented Archjtes
idual class presidents in unit
functions and the right to allocate
The second award went to
obs to them. Chairman of Unit Alpha Theta Tau for "The Shootwould represent the the Junior ing of Dan McGrew," followed
Tollege at conferences or the like, by "The History of Jazz" by
The social chairman who pro- Omega Phi as winner number
notes all social functions and acts three. The remaining entrants
is vice-president in the absence were "Southern Silhouette,"
>f the President. The Finance staged by South Hall; "Minstrel
^mmissioner who presents budg- Show," presented by Tau Kappa,
;t, keeps track of money, and re- and "Boat Show" by Epsilon.
ports the finances.
The college band, under the di
rection of Harold Heisinger, gave
KEEP MINUTES
a full hour concert of enjoyable
The secretary who keeps the music, and the evening was conmlnutes and other jobs common eluded with a presentation of the
to the office. The Bally Commit- Mardi Gras Queen candidates in
lee who handles this committee a fashion review
!«cUvlties for individual units.
Publications Committee Chair
man who is to be in charge of PAN AMERICAN
i>ll publications and to preside at
The Club Pan-Americano, comleetings when paper and year posed of Spanish speaking stuo editors are to be elected, dents, will celebrate Pan-Ameriommissioner of Organization to ' can pay on Wednesday, April 14.
tions ^ Promo*e new orSan'za" I Dr. G. Werner of the College of
_ '
'Pacific will speak at 7:30 p. m.
i-ommissioner of Drives who in the SCA on "Echoes From Bo< be in charge of all drives gota." The public is invited to
see that they are well planned attend.

ARGHANIA NABS SKIT
GUP AT FROLIC

Parade, Sports,
Queen, Cram Mardi
Gras Week-End

Private and Personal
Histories of Queen
Candidates'
By LUCILLE CROWELL
Mardi Gras enthusiasm reaches
an all-time high with only a week
to go and queen candidate dis
cussion on the tongue-tips of the
multitudes.
The WEEKLY presents: the
life history, personal and public,
of the aspiring prospects.
CANDIDATE NUMBER 1 Mary
Ann Ferguson is from Alpha Thete. A sophomore, Mary Ann holds
the distinction of being the only
honorary female member of Rho
Lambda Phi.
Marnell Rubel from Epsilon is
next. Marnell is a junior, a speech
major who has a pleasing line of
"gab." Red Bluff is her home.
There is seldom a function at Pa
cific that Marnell doesn't have
a hand in. Right now, it's the
Aquacade.
At Tau Kappa Pat White is the
girl. She lives in Stockton and
has been at Pacific for two years.
Pat majors in Art and has an eye
towards advertising.
o xl u n •
. -.ii
South Hall is next with Joyce
„
.
. ,
•.
B r o o k s , another dark-haired
beauty. Joyce sings, dances like
a dream and plays the piano. She
writes her own music and has
some of her work published. Her
home is Sacramento.
West Hall Boasts Reba Waterson. Reba lives in Yreka and is a
high freshman. She is a Drama
tics major.
Zeta Phi has Dottie Eaton to
(Continued on page 3)

Carnival time at Pacific is now
in sight, with the annual mas
querade ball and parading floats
tp be presided over by the still
to be chosen Mardi Gras queen.
The annual spring festival begins
next Thursday with the merry
making to continue throughout
Friday and Saturday.
BROWN CONTENDS
Les "Sentimental Journey"
Brown will contend against the
revelry at the Saturday Masquer
ade Ball, bringing with him such
well knowns as jovial Butch
Stone, the "Good Man who's hard
"Rattlesnake Ike" Iticardo Prince, to find"; vocalist, Eileen Wilson,
or "The Rattler."
frequently featured on the Boh
Hope program, 6' 4" Ray Kellogg,
baritone 'who was launched by
Kenny Baker; Stumpy Brown,
Les' brother and Butch's co-work
er on the jumpy one's; and Ray
The sun bore down hot on the
Klein, the recording trombonist
three men seated beside a small
for the orchestra.
bush of mesquite in the Sierra
Madres. They were eating beans. CENTENNIAL THEME
,,
.
r.„
0
n e °.
' tlle m e n spoke.
California Cavalcade", the
"isofinc!
I nflt'c all
Jill Wf
Beans 1 That's
we ever have theme of the celebration, will be
is beans! I can't stand this any carried out in essence by %11 liv
longer. Let's pack up and go back ing groups on campus in their
contributions to the parade. The
to San Josita."
1
"Suits me," said Joaquin Jer- parade begins on Friday at seven
rario Center, the oldest of the o'clock. The point of assembly is
three men. "I've got enough to yet to be announced.
last 'til I die." He had a twinkle ABOUT FLOATS
in his eye as he turned to the
Living group parade themes
third member of the party. "What submitted to the Parade Commit
do you say, Rattlesnake?"
tee are: Rhizomia, "California
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on page 8)

"Rattlesnake Ike" and
Gang to Show - -

ta'SSSS®tudent ^f'| There will also be an arts and
rrnan
0 crafts exhibit from
would ho mil.ee
the Latin
in c arge of student en- American Republics shown in the
Continued on page 2)
SCA on Wednesday.

Roommates Sweat as Pete Lingers
Between Life and Death
Was

* die ^

«n unhappy bunch of boys over at the Omega Phi
They didn't know whether Pete would live

Tuesday-

ts the house mascot.
He M >mber of the canine spt
Perso °ngS to Dave Hayden.
po; " who administei "
,0 deail / brought Pete
of th b 18
k . out
is advised to keep
*ay
fnbers of Omega Phi's
p.
':des °hKaS been Called 01d Ir0n"
°cause he has a form of
tXzerTla (not contagious to
'Ultra *
bought to have been
•'i »(Jjred when he followed Dave
PETE on his painting jobs,
'•splav tf nds classes. He usually
teethe same amount of into the, jjs m°st students. He goes
of the room, lies down
falls
IW"~ aslGep.
"ever .ctices track. He has!
ha, missed a track meet. He
0 specialty, but he was
ack

clocked at 14.07 on the hundred
once.
Tuesday night Pete was not
waiting outside the mess hall for
Dave. He was lying at the veterinarian's pretty sick. The phone at
the Omega Phi house was con
stantly jangling as Pete's room
mates, Bob Whitney, Harry Hook
and Bill Synder, inquired of his
progress. Finally the good word
came through. Pete yvould live.
You can pick up your new
spring Pacific Directories Fri
day afternoon and all day Mon
day. A limited number of
Naranjados are left and can be
purchased at this time. Final
payments may be made at this
time.

From left to right standing, the candidates for Mardi Gras Queen are Unabelle Dagg, Pat White, Mar
nell Rubel and Mary Ann Ferguson. Seated are Reba Waterson and Dottie Eaton. Not shown are
candidates Joyce Brooks and Lois Kanagawa.
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Stockton Bond Issue
To Affect J. C.

Meticulous Training Prepares
Alpha Kappa Phrog for Calaveras
Jumping Frog Contest

Early this week, the Stockt
school board announced a» $5,25n
»•- - 0,1
000 bond issue which is to Co
before the public in a spec?,
election on April 30. The
will be for the purpose of'^
chasing new school land; buHj
ing and purchasing 0f school
buildings; and making of auc
tions and additions.

An almost two to one favorite to take the Calaveras Annual
Jumping Frog Contest is the sleek and supple Alpha Kappa Phrog.
A. K. Phrog is a product of the famed Archania breeding stables,
the dame being Ima Plop and his sire, Cletus Wanager Webster,
whose line may be traced back to Ol' Jim Smiley's Dan'l Webster,
immortalized by Mark Twain.

Preparing the priceless amphi-*
bian for the supreme test has MARION. PEARCE, KLAM
fallen to a band of trained experts
ROTH MONROE STAR IN
in the field of leg propulsion.
Jumpire is Clark Crocker. Mid
air Coach is Jim Peckham. Leighton Edelman will be Croak Coach
and Dick Prince has been named
Oosergay. Caring for tadpoles is
Members of the SJC-COP Opera
Hal Wheatley and Rep-to-ConClass will present a program of
gress is Chuck Moore.
In charge of filling the other opera music at the Weber School
entrants with shot is Ross Han Auditorium tonight and Saturday
nah and Skip Whitmore, mix night. This program will have a
ologist, says, "The pre-competi- chamber-like character, the fourth
tion diet of A. K. Phrog will con- act of Puccini's Manon Lescaut
sist of equal parts of Benzedrine, opening an intimate and delicate
Marijuana and Adrenline with vista into the souls of the lovers
small doses of MOX-MOX Fever Des Grieux and Manon, from
Fosterer being administered Abbe Prevost's great novel, Manwhenever obtainable." Prince will on Lescaut.
Pergolesi's La Serva Pedrona
be assisted by Art Parrott whose
is the oldest opera still played.
title is Nether-Nudger.
Senator Mayo of Angels Camp It is an "intermission opera,"
recently
proposed a bill provid- originally played between the
ri
ing for Alpha Kappa Phrog to re- acts of a serious °Pera' for con"
place the Golden Bear on the trast. La Serva Pedrona is an
state flag. "The frog has en imported opera, the best of its
riched the world's literature," j kind and a forerunner for Mosaid Mayo, "while the bear has zart s style of opera buffa, a play
enriched nothing but the Sierra of wit so typical of the time of
rational enlightenment.
mountainsides."
The stars of Manon Lescaut
i are Doris Marion, who played ArMore on Student
sena in last year's Gypsy Baron,
and Jon Pearce, a newcomer to
Government
the opera class. La Serva Pedrona
(Continued from Page 1)
stars Christine Klamroth, who
played in Amelia Goes to the Ball,
forcement of laws set down by and Charles Monroe, of Marriage
the administration and student of Figaro, last summer. Clarence
government.
Dudley is another newcomer.
Price of admission is 50 cents,
STUDENT FACULTY
A Student Faculty Relations the opera begins at 8:15. Mr. Ed
Commission Chairman was dis ward Czerny is responsible for
cussed and it was proposed that stage setting, Mr. Alden Smith
he be an exofficio member of the is stage director.

The board feels that under their
plan, every section of the Clt
will benefit.
If passed, the bonds 'would
build (1) three new high schools
(2) most of Stockton Junior Col
lege, and (3) many new grammar
grade classrooms.

OPERA
TONITE

Benefits directly connected
with the Stockton Junior College
include: Home Economics Building, J. C. Library, J. C. Agricul
tural Building, and J. C. Art
Building.
"Passage of the bond issue is
a must," Dean Betz said this
week. "The Junior College can
not complete development without the financing of the bond is
LES BROWN and his Sax who will render the hot licks for the sue."
California Cavalcade. Brown immortalized the song hit, "Senti
Dean Betz also urged eligible !
mental Journey."
students to vote as the matter is
of vital importance to the school.
Those who are eligible to vote
but have failed to register may
be sworn in before they vote.
(Continued from Page 1)
PSA CARD HOLDER

California Cavalcade is Theme

AND GUEST
Today"; Omega Phi, "Railroads in
The card holder must present
California"; Archania, "Immigra
tion Into California"; Epsilon, his card to be stamped. He must
"Missions"; Alpha Thete, "Movie register his guest with the PSA
Industry"; Zeta Phi, "Citrus In- t office, and will receive a card
dustry"; South Hall, "Schools"; i showing: Mary Smith, guest of
West Hall, "Seal of California";
Tau Gamma, "California Flow Thursday, 7 p. m. Coronation
in Greek Theatre.
ers"; Tau Kappa, "The Donner
Party"; Co-oP, "The Golden Gate Friday. Cat . . . Swim, 3:30.
Baseball, Fresno here 2:30.
Bridge"; and S.C.A., "Bear Flag
Parade 7 p. m.
Revolt".

Open Houses (after parade).
At the Thursday rally held in
the Greek Theatre, the queen for Saturday. Doubleheader at 1.
Fresno, Track, here, 1:30.
the week-end activities will be
Tennis, Cat Poly 2:00.
crowned by Mayor Jerry KeithMasquerade Ball.
ley. Along with Mayor Keitlily,
State Senator Crittenden will at-,
tend the week-end functions.
Tom Jones. This couple will be
senate.
PSA
CARD
HOLDERS
given a different colored ticket
who
harbors
strong
j
The
Conservatory
Trio's
next
Anyone
Both PSA cards of the couple of admittance. At the door, the
feelings about the issues being concert will be held at 3 o'clock
discussed are invited to attend the Sunday with Horace I. Brown, will be presented at the PSA of Guest's name will be checked off
committee meetings. He should Violinist; Alix E. Brown, Cellist, fice. These will be stamped, and of the list of alumni.
one ticket given to a couple. At
The Alumni must write or call
see Dean Betz or Bill Snyder.
land Edward Shadbolt, Pianist.
the dance, both stamped cards
and the ticket must be presented
at the door. The ticket will be
taken by the guards.

PACIFIC MARKET
QUALITY — COURTESY

GROCERIES - MEATS - VEGETABLES - BAKERY GOODS
3200 Pacific Ave.
Dial 6-6136

—We Cash Checks — Students Welcome—

TUXEDOS

from $50

X-rays will be taken by the
San Joaquin County Tuberculosis
and Health Association all day
Thursday and Friday behind the
radio station. The service is free
to all students and faculty and
100% attendance is urged in order
that the dread disease may be
eliminated as a public health
hazard.
X-ray pictures will be taken on
Thursday beginning at 8 and con
tinuing until 4 and on Friday
from 10 to 6. The process en
tails no undressing and all reports
will be kept confidential.
On the College Planning Com
mittee for the survey are Dr.
Walter Kno.x, Miss Doris Rich
ards, Mr. Earl Jackson, Mr. John
Crabbe and Bruce Coleman.

Last night the Alpha Thetes en
This shows an improvement in at
tertained the college basketbm
tendance and an indication that
teams at an informal dinner,
The end of the first six weeks
students are catching on to the
the dinner, which is an annua
of school totaled 47 second no
attendance procedures.
event held every Spring, the h°n
tices and three dismissals as com
pared with 36 second notices and
orary captain for the season 's
11 dismissals of last semester.
Patronize Our Advertisers
announced.
ATTENDANCE

W H I T E T U X CO ATS..-.from $22.50
SUMMER TUX
T R O U SE R S

in person to the Alumni office.
They will be handled under the
above arrangements by that of
fice.

Students Urged
To Hare X-Rays
Thurs. & Fri.

APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION
Pacific Institute of Philosophy

from $10.50

BETWEEN COLLEGE OF THE PACIFIC SEMESTERS
At Lake Tahoe, June 13-20
I would like to join J. H. Randall, Jr., Radislov Tsanoff, and Carlos Wood in l'ie
study of the discrepancy between Technological and Moral development. I enclose
an advance reservation deposit of $5.00, to be applied to my account.
* TOTAL COST is $40.
This includes board and
room, $20; tuition for
one unit, if desired,
$12.50; Institute f e e ,
$7.50. Full GI benefits
also including subsist
ence, are available.

2105 PACIFIC AVE.

PHONE 2-8881

Name
#

Address
College—
Major
Do you want credit

year
Are you a veteran
If so, 1 or 2 units.

—
V. "...
icaj/uiwc
IU preliminary
pioiiuiiuui,. announcements
uuiiviuii.i nu-nia of
ui Pacific
i aeiiiu Philosophy
A iiiiuaupiiy iiisuiuic,
npxn
Because
of
the uiuiivuiuiv.
immediate
response*4.to
Institute,
April
10
b. nS
„ r;
J
,.l—:„^
n.,,4 4!
„ 11
1•
1:
•
1 ... ..
.
.
_„innHI"
1.1*
been
fixed
as 41,
the„ r;«o4
first closing
date. At that
time all
applications
received'by
then_ ...m
will be
screened,
andJ renja
ing
incr available
oxroiioLi« places determined,
—A
Send applications to: W. D. Nietmann, College of the Pacific, Stockton 27, CW?
fornia.
vn
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AnitaHarris is

f

\

Engaged to

£ r~*

'

Toseph
Carter Jr. or Georgia
J
1
®

1 Joyce Tripp Engaged
i K K s Receive Candy
7

Ice cubes brought the news to
Tau
Kappa Kappa last week of
, lnne distance telephone call
the engagement of Joyce Tripp
•hi home of Mrs. Herbert reand Will Heitman. During din
°Jled the engagement of Anita
ner the sisters were surprised to
ris a graduate from the Col
find
transparent capsules within
li the Pacific, to Joseph Carthe ice cubes in their drinking
°
The call came during
water. On a slip paper in the
"meeting of Mu Phi music socapsules "Joyce and Will" was
rity, on March 17.
written. Del Dequine, Omega Phi
I Anita graduated with a degree
house boy then presented the five
1
music in June of 1947^ She
pound box to the house president,
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Joan Wendels.
P Harris of Stockton. She was
Joyce, the daughter of Mr. and
a student of Mr. Elliot.
Mrs. George W. Tripp of Sacra
mento, attended Riverside Junior
I Joseph is the son of Mr. and
College, and was a Cadet Nurse
Lrs" Joseph D. Carter, Sr., of
at Los Angeles General Hospital.
rainsville, Ga. He is a graduate
She came to The College of The
If the University of
the South
Pacific last year as a junior. It
Ind at present is completing
*|udies at Seabury's Western
was here that the romance began.
Joyce has been active in the
geological Seminary in EvansHonorary Biological Fraternity,
on.
Beta Beta Beta, and The Ski
Wedding plans are slated for
Club.
he summer of 1949.
Will is a graduate of C.O.P.
Through the cooperation of the and is now attending the Ameri
Physical Education Department can Institute For Foreign Trade
and administration of the College
of the Pacific, a large room is
now completed as a women's
With the Frosh Hi Jinx frolic lounge in Owens Hall.
Jake-off tomorrow night and the
The room is located at the east
iiew Men's and Women's Y Coun ern end of the hall on the second
cils beginning to function, "Y" floor and is furnished with
{activities on campus are moving drapes, lamps and California type
piling in full swing.
chairs and divans. A desk and
The Frosh frolic begins at 8 tables provide study space and
ami lasts until 12 in the SCA girls are invited to use the room
luilding. Jan Berk, who is chair as much as they wish.
man of the event, promises games,
Those having suggestions for
Entertainment, dancing and food improvement to the lounge may
a get acquainted with your turn them in to Miss Matson, the
1M-YW on campus spirit pre office of the Dean or to Marilyn
vailing. Jack Atwater will be in McClintock, chairman of the As
jiliarge of Ghmes with Eilene sociated Students Standard Com
Norton and Ralph Pedersen on mittee.
|ie Entertainment bill.
The room marked R.O. 20 will
Also on the tabs of the rolling soon be more clearly designated.
Y" projects are the new Frosh Cooperation is expected in keep
rogram and the Noon Lunch ing the lounge clean and no smok in Phoenix, Arizona. He will grad
ing is permitted.
roups.
uate in June and plans to work
Applications for cabinet posiwith an exporting company. He
ons are open in many positions Queen Candidates
was a member of Rho Lambda
tcluding that of House, RecreaPhi, and is the son of Mr.' and
(Continued from Page 1)
I on, Foreign and Center Worship
Mrs. Fred W. Heitman of Meridan,
airmen. Application forms for offer. Dottie is working on the California.
cse jobs and other are available Naranjado and was News Editor
Later in the evening Joyce was
of the Weekly last semester. Hail
ifi the S.C.A. office.
serenaded by the members of
ing from Fairfield Dottie is AWS
secretary and plans to spend some Rho Lambda Phi.
If ONSERVATORY
The couple plan a June wedding.
time teaching after her gradua
• he Seventh Student Recital of tion.
I ie semester will be presented
The Co-op Offers Lois Kanaga- WEST HALL COED
'est Tuesday in the College of wa from Sanger. While at Pacif
REVEALS TROTH
tic Pacific Conservatory. The art- ic Lois majors in Religious Edu
Tuesday evening, March 16, the
•Js for the evening will include cation. She is a higli senior.
lliene Snelling, soprano; with
Last but certainly not least is girls of West Hall learned of the
•eanne Martinelli as accompanist; Unabelle Dagg. She lives in engagement of Pat Bacon to Joe
leverly Campbell, pianist; Mar- Stockton and represents Tau Gam Goodrick. Pat, a Freshman at
'Morgan, pianist; and Kathleen ma town sorority. Unabelle is Stockton Junior College, is a Bus
' '"bertson, violinist accompanied majoring in English with hopes iness Major. Her parents are Mr,,
> Frederick Owens,
of becoming a teacher. She likes and Mrs. B. J. Bacon of Carmel.
Joe is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
fhe public is cordially invited. music and dancing.
There is the line-up and the J. L. Goodrick, also of Carmel.
He is a Freshman at Cal Poly in
"LPHA GAMMA SIGMA choice is yours. Make it wisely San
Luis Obispo.
and the best girl will win.
A,pba Gamma Sigma, the Junjr College Honor Society, invites
"FELLAS"
students with a 2.3 grade point
FLOWERS
FOR
EVERY OCCASION AT THE
r
at)
' °ve to come to its first meet'8 next Monday. The honor soCOLLEGE FLOWER SHOP
eI>' will meet at 7:15 in room
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ON PACIFIC AVENUE
of the Administration BuildPhone 2-6550

V

Lois-George Betrothed
South Hall Hears News
From South Hall comes the
news of the betrothal of Lois
Hendrickson to George Grant
Burget. The bride elect attended
Stockton Junior College last se
mester and is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Hendrickson
of 66 College Park, Davis, Calif.
George is the son of Mr. E. E.
Burget of Pittsburg and a Fresh
man at Stockton Junior College.
Wedding plans are indefinite.

Women's Lounge Open

April Showers Dance
For Omega Phi's

ROSH HI JINX
IEADS TABS
)N ROLLING Y - - -

RHIZITE DANCE
TOMORROW NITE
"Heaven Can Wait" is the theme
of the Rho Lambda Phi Pledge
dance to be held tomorrow night.
The couples will dance to the
music of Jimmy Atchinson and
his Combo.
Chairmen in charge of the
dance are Dick Mcintosh and Bill
McDonald. Bob Tumelty heads
the Decgration committee; Fred
Harold, Bids; and Will Ballinger,
Music.

Lorraine Wood Soon
To Wed Myrel Moss
The engagement of Lorraine
Wood to Myrel Moss was an
nounced last week at a special
housemeeting at South Hall. A
play on words of the last names
of the couple and traditional fivepound box of candy broke the
news.
Lorraine is majoring in Busi
ness Administration. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. Stan
ley Wood of Oakland.
Myrel, also a Business major,
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Myrel
C. Moss of Richmond. Both plan
to continue school after the wed
ding this summer.
Patronize Our Advertisers!

POULTRY
VEGETABLES
FRUITS
MEATS
CATERING

^aia-Delucchi Co.
American and Channel
WE DELIVER DAILY

Your Favorite
Campus Footwear
2009 PACIFIC AVE.

(Open Mon. Eve. Till 9 P. M.)

333 E. MAIN ST.

MAURICE'S SHOES

TUESDAY CHAPEL
Series: "Have you Discover
ed?"
Speaker: "The Wisdom of
the Healthy Mind."
Music: Stockton Junior Col
lege Glee Club—Leslie John
son, Soloist.
SUNDAY CHAPEL
Theme: "The Sense of the
Holy"
Speaker: Dr. George H. Colliver
Leader: John Rose

UINE A REGISTERED

Trad. Mark Registered

"HEIRLOOM" is a Registered
Trade Name of the ROGERS
JEWELRY CO., and Heirloom

GROCERIES

In keeping with the inclement
weather we have been having
during the past week, April
Showers will be the theme for
Omega Phi Alpha's pledge dance
to be held at the Pythian Castle
from 9 to 12 tomorrow night.
Sam Grossman's combo will fur
nish the music for the evening's
festivities.
Will Carter is in charge of the
April Showers. The decorations
are in the hands of Jim Watters
with Robin Rush, Doug Brien,
Ken Culver, and Clint Arbuckle
rounding out the crew.
Pledge officers elected for the
semester are as follows: Bill
Stapp, President; Will Carter,
Vice-Prexy, and Leland Hall, Sec
retary and Treasurer.
Plans are in the offing to pur
chase a new ping-pong table and
a new vacuum cleaner.

Diamonds can be seen Only at
ROGERS.

LYRIC" Genuine Registered
Heirloom Blue-White Diamond
Ring Duet. Set in Yellow or

FRIENDLY BUDGET TERMS White Gold.

Corner of
MAIN and
SUTTER

$97.50

BEARS
Page 4
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GOLDEN BEAR SUFFERS DOUBLE DUNK
Don Driggs in Twin Win for Splashing Tiger
By JOE STANISLAWSKY
Maintaining- a five for five average this season, or in baseball
terms a cool 1.000, the Bengals will be splashing for their sixth
triumph of the campaign when Cal Poly pays a visit to the local
pool tomorrow. Starting time was indefinite early in the week.
Little trouble is expected from the San Luis Obispo boys, since the
Tigers gave Poly a going over in*the southland three weeks ago.

GUB NATATORS AGAIN
SHOW WINNING FORM
On and on the Jucos go and
who is going to stop them, we
would like to know unless the
Stanford Freshmen can do it to
day at Palo Alto.

The Cubs swimming team is
keeping pace with their big
BEARS OUTSPLASHED
| brother Tigers, in that both
It seems that everytime the
squads are maintaining a clean
Tiger team has come up against
slate
so far this season.
a Bear or any relation of the
The latest victim to feel the
Jackson's sprinting, endurance,
Bear family this season the out
come has been close, sometimes and musclemen will journey to claws of the Cubs was the Cali
too close for comfort. Early in Davis tomorrow, if the weather fornia yearlings, who got dropped
the year COP nosed out the south man permits, to compete in a by a 42% to 31% margin last Sat
ern branch of Cal, 38 to 37, and double dual, triangle meet be urday in Berkeley. While the Big
last Saturday the Tigers dunked tween the Aggies, Santa Clara, Bears were being tamed by
the Bruins big brother from Ber and COP. The Santa Clara-COP j Tommy Tiger, the Teddy Bears
keley by a two-point margin, meet was called off by the j frotn Cal were also getting
38 to 36, in the Cal tank.
weatherman last Saturday, but j pawed by the younger, but powThis has undoubtly been the both schools will "make an effort erful striped cats,
sweetest victory so far this year to be complete along with COP's j After the first event which was
for the varsity swimmers since other dual meet with the Aggies ^ won by the Cubs, the outcome
the Blue and Gold are most al tomorrow.
| of the meet was never in doubt
Jackson states that his team as Coach Bill Anttila's men gathways ranked with the best swim
is handicapped because of the ered momentum to thoroughly
teams on the coast.
Contrary to certain Westbay condition of the track and the lack submerge the Blue and Gold.
in his team; how- j o., •
,,
blats, the meet would have re of experience
„
.
....
I P a c i n g t h e JTu c o s w a s B i l l
the men who will journey
„ ,
. .
, ,
mained close even if California ever,
.
„
v Phillips, Cub sprinter, who turned
. ,
' ..
had been at their full strength. to Davis tomorrow are: Howard •
Adams, Kenneth Berridge Hardouble wins for the afternoon.
Three of their "aces" were miss
PhlUlIf
St0pped the clocks ln
old
Buck,
Everett
Conway,
Lou
ing from the meet, but in all
tke 50-yard sprint and
Coward,
Kenneth
Culver,.
Preston
probability two of their aces
a^er 'n the day pulled in with
Garinire,
Arner
Gustafson,
Stan-1
^
would have been taken by Chris
a :55 8 10
ard free style. Other
Kjeldsen's men anyway. Cal gets ley Goldman, James Hanny, Rob- flrst ' lace°y
winners for Stockton
another crack at the Tigers in ert Heck, Monroe Hess, Robert were P
Gene Nyquist- who did the
our pool on the 16th of April, Holmes, Bill Issacson, Robert Mc-|
back stroke in 1:49.1, and
and full strength or not the out Guire, Stanley McVicker, Paul, 15Q
Jim Stackhouse, who took the
come should be similar to last Murray, Phillip Ortez, Bill Synder, Ernie Vonasek, and Manager diving honors. The Cubs also
Saturday's.
copped the medley relay in 3:26.
Jack Venyard.
LIGHT FOOTED is Tiger initial sacker SON ADKINS, who is
DRIGGS DOUBLES
drawing many rave notices in this, his second year on the varsity
As the score indicates the meet
nine.
was close right down to the wire.
The Bengals jumped into an early
lead when they took the 300 yd
BENGAL BATTERS CLOUT HEAVILY
medlay in 3:11.4 and then Don
Driggs took his first of two wins
NATL TITLE HOLDING BEARS CHALLENGE TIGERS
for the day when he won the
By DAVF GERBER
220 yd free style. COP was never
headed, although the lead nar
California Bears will invade COP this Tuesday intending to
rowed down to one point during
show
Tiger followers why they were last year's National Collegiate
the meet.
Chartips and are undefeated thus far in conference play.
The local swimming fans will
Pacific's power gives them a#—
*
have a chance to see the Bengals
good chance to beat the Bears if
in their next four meets, since
CCAA STANDINGS
rnI
W L Pet. CBb
they tighten up their defense and College of Pacific
they will all be in the college
5 1 -333
continue their aggressive playing. San Diego State
3 3 .500 '
pool. After tomorrow's meet, the
Jose State
1 2 .333 «
Last week the Indians took Pa San
Orange and Black will be host
Fresno State
1 2 .333 «
Barbara
2 4 .333 •
cific 8-7 despite the fact they Santa
to San Jose on the 14th, Califor
Cal Poly
0 0 .000 t
were outhit, getting eight hits to
nia visits here on the 16, the
the Tigers' 13. All runs were BATTING LEADERS
powerful Stanford Indians ap
G AB R H RBI 0'';
„ -OM
pear on the 19th, and the SF
earned for McWilliams' men but Mann, FSC
FSC
3„ .7 .1 4 J J J J
Olympic Club will be entertained
four costly errors told the story. Smith,
Lopes, SJS
3 8
3
4 2
on the 24th.
14 12 1 •5*
Big Jim Torvick's two triples Moloney, SJS
Thomas,
SBC
4
2
0
1
"
The Summary:
and single and the hitting of Williams, SBC
6 21 5 10 5
300-yard
medley—Won
bv
Pacific
Concklin,
SJS
3
11
2
5
3
Monroe and Brown almost offset JIM ENOS, COP
team of Wilson, Wright and Steel. l ime,
3 7 13 2
3:11.6.
the
farm
boys'
early
lead.
But
it
Kennerly, SDS
4 12
2
5 4
220-yard free style—Driggs (P), Yee
SBC
6 20 5 8 4
(C) Dickey fC), House IP). Time 2:22.7.
fell short by one run in the ninth. Bushman,
Ruzich, SDS
2
8 0 3 0

COP Cindermen
In Tri Meet

50-yard free style—Morkettcr (C),
Fischer (C), Boyd (F), McMillen (P).
Time. 23.8.
Diving—Bronfin (P), McGgvren (P).
100-yard free style—Morketter (C),
Steel (P), Fischer (C), French (P). Time
53.8.
150-yard hack stroke—Tenny (C), W1IJ°» (p>. Prisrey (C), Mork (P). Time
1 148.3.
200-yard breast stroke—Wright (P)
Morgan (P) Cunningham (C), Simkins
(C). Time 2:38.8.
H0-yard free style—Driggs (P), Rob
inson (C), Yee (C), Steel (P). Time

Playing at Santa Clara the
Tigers lost their second hardfought ball game, dropping it 5-4
on two home runs by the Broncos'
Jack Kelly. Lou Bronzan scat
tered 10 hits around with nobody
threatening until Kelly connected
for two over the short right field
fence, breaking up the ball game.
In the ninth Pacific pulled an
other one of their late inning
rallies when Torvick walloped his
third homer of the year with two
men on. It was a good, close
game with one error committed
all afternoon.

oi21.6.

IftO-yard relay—Won by Cal team of
Fischer, Dickey, Silcox and Morketter.
Time 3:46.9.

Cub baseball coach Van Sweet
announced that his squad will
open league play at 12:30
o'clock Thursday, April 17 at
Oak Park against Modesto JC.

CANDID reason for viewing one of the Aquacade's four big
shows, May 11-14, is ROMA PORTER (above), bathing beauty
who really swims.

Tonight the team will sharpen
up for Tuesday's fracas, travel(continued on page 5)'

Bourdet, FSC
DON BROWN, COP
Brucker, SDS
Metz, SJS
Elliott, SBC
P. CHALMERS, COP
Wulfemeyer, SDS
Shahzade, FSC

3

13
4 9
5
9
6 3 2

8

6 25
6 26
2
3

3

0

1

0
2
4
1
0

5 13 2 4
3 10 1 3 3
3 10 5 3 4

EXTRA BASE LEADERS
Doubles—-Williams (SB) 5;
2;
2; Brucker (SD) 2; Brown (COP!
and Monroe (COP) 2.
jTriples—Enos (COP) 2; Bass (SD'
Kennerly (SD) 1; Shahzade (rSW
Wrightson (SB) 1; Adkins (COP) U "
Chalmers (COP) 1.
„kfr
Home Runs—Aguirre (SD) 1; Fr'',.;rk
(SD) 1; Shahzade (SD) 1; 1°
(COP) 1; and Lopes (SJS) 1.
PITCHING LEADERS
w L 9;°'iF(5IO
Ixiu Bronzan, COP
2 0 17 1$
Stan McWilliams,
COP 2 0 12 ^
Bob Santos, San Jose
.
Harry Ohlson, San Diego 1 0 3
Bob Lurker, Fresno State 1 0 3 J- ^
Dale Scott, Santa Bar.
1 0 3
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PFISTER WINS AGAIN

BENGAL BEATS

PLUVIUS RENDERS
CARD COURTS WET

By NORM BITTER

The Pacific net squad traveled
to Palo Alto last Saturday for
a clash with the Stanford Indians
No decision was rendered as rain
prevailed and interrupted the
matches before either team could
matches
win the five required
necessary for a decision.
Hank Pfister, playing outstand
ing tennis, got the Tigers off to
a roaring start by whipping Stan
ford's Bob Lewis in the No. 1
singles event by the scores of 6-2
6-2. Clint Arbuckle of COP came
through with another win for
Coach Phil Garlington's team
when he won a long match from
the Cardinals Bob Forbes 6-8 6-4

A pair of the campus' more-renowned swimmers saw an April
Fool joke boomerang so far that they hardly knew if they would
be able to splash their stuff against the Cal Frosh last Saturday.

The pranksters, GENE NYQUIST and BILL PHILLIPS, con
fronted their coach, BILL ANTTILA, last Thursday with arms
in slings and legs a-limping. The sight of this brought a look of
consternation to the countenance of the amiable mentor, who was
supposedly losing his two aces through their negligence behind the
wheel.
Returning to his office, Bill glanced at the calendar, sensed
a trick, and faked a call to the University of California, cancelling
the meet scheduled for Saturday. Bill carried on by dishing out
the bad news to JOHN McCANDLESS, who despondently notified
Bill and Gene of the cancellation of the meet. Result—no more
slings, no more limps.
The word of Anttila's feigned call to Cal prompted Juco tubthumper BOYD THOMPSON to notify the Stockton Record; the
Cub swimmers were reportedly handicapped by an "injury" to two
major stars, and there, would be no contest with Cal. ResultStockton JC dunked the Bears 40-28.

6-1.

All other Tiger netters lost
their singles matches in straight
sets to the classy Stanford outfit.
All doubles matches were rained
out. However, Pfister and Don
Hamilton of Pacific were leading
the Lewis brothers of the Indian
squad 6-1 5-5 and 40-15 when "the
rains came." The Lewis boys
had defeated Pfister and Hamil
ton in the NCIC in Berkeley.
Stanford invades Stockton May
14 for a return clash with the
Pacific Tigers.

TENNIS
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THE MAN who approaches his high-flying task with such
termined air is DAVE DUNLAP, stellar jumper for the
cinder squad. Dave leaped 6 feet 2'/2 inches last season, his
representing the third highest in state JC competition.

Rain Halts JC Netmen Oak Park Scene of
The Stockton JC tennis squad Gael-Tiger Clash

is in for a busy week of tennis
beginning this afternoon at 3
o'clock when they complete
matches rained out last week
end with Salinas JC. Tomorrow
morning at 10 the Cubs host San
Francisco City College and on
Wednesday the Jucos once again
play host, this time to Sacramen
to City College at 3 p. m.

P. E. CLUB
Stockton officials of the Amer
ican Association for Health, Phy
sical Education and Recreation
were the guests of the P. E. Club's
monthly meeting last Thursday
evening.
Pacific's new physical education
professor, Dr. Voltmer, was the
principal speaker of the night.
The gathering, which numbered
approximately 60, enjoyed color
movies of the Raisin Bowl as well
as refreshments.

Pardon us if we name the Stanford-Pacific diamond struggle
of over a week ago the best collegiate slugging display of the
young season. In few parks would JIM TORVICK'S 360-foot triple
off the score board been anything less than a four-ply swat. Jim,
who is enjoying a terrific swatting spree with two four-masters
on the southern swing and a 370-foot homer against the Broncs
Saturday, missed clearing the barrier by about two feet.
Needless to say, we were somewhat chagrined when the Stan
ford right fielder snared LAURIE MONROE'S ninth-inning drive
just beneath the 342-foot mark at the wall. The Cardinal gardener
was wary of the Tiger southpaw, who had bounced a long double
off that same right field fence in his previous time at bat. Score
9-8 Indians.
A power rival of the Pacific heavy stickers is emerging in
the sunny city of San Diego. The Aztecs' EARLE BRUCKER, all
CCAA catcher in '47, rapped out a 400-foot homer, two doubles, and
a single in the recent Fresno State-San Diego State series.

The San Diego News Service dubs LOU BRONZAN "Iron Man"
after he put a big crimp in the Aztecs' chances of defending their
CCAA title by appearing in three games against them. The Ben
gals garnered a pair of decisions with Fireman Lou going the
distance for one win and completing two other games.
CARROLL DOTY announces the 1947-48 edition of the Pacific
basketball squad was top on the coast in fouls committed among
small colleges. The- Kjeldsenmen were detected of flagrancy only
322 times in 23 games or an average of 14 per contest. In free
throws statistics the Tigers ranked 13th in the nation and second
on the coast, hitting 265 in 428 attempts for a .619 percentage.

The St. Mary's Galloping Gaels
invade Oak Park Saturday morn
ing at 10 o'clock for a tennis
match with the College of the
Pacific Tigers. Coach Phil Garl
ington's netters rule heavy fa
vorites over the weak invading
squad. Earlier in the season the
two teams were rained out of
their match.
Coach Garlington is planning
Last weekend Coach Ralph Ma
Sorority girl to waitress: "Bring
Education is a wonderful thi
son and his netters traveled to on experimenting with his line
me
some hash—I've decided to It enables you to worry ab<
Salinas on Friday but were forced up during these matches in order
to call a halt to their matches due to give some of the men lower Brown Tops Bat Race live dangerously."
things in all parts of the worl
to showers. At the time the on the ladder a chance to prove
(Continued from page 4)
Stockton forces had won the No. their wares. The regular singles
1 and No. 2 singles events. Ho- lineup of Hank Pfister, Don Ham ing to play the Vallejo Builders,
S U N T A N s..„$5.95
bart Miller defeated Milt Thomp ilton, Clint Arbuckle, Ted Col a crack semi-pro team. Strict at
"SANFORIZED"
son 6-1 6-3 while Bill Cunning lins, A1 Levy, and Kent Ellsworth tention is being paid to Jim Torham dumped Ray Marnack 6-2 will probably play in their regu vick, slugging outfielder whose
John Ball
6-3. Jack Atwater of SJC was lar order but the doubles teams five triples and three homers
2105 N. PACIFIC AVENUE
tied a set apiece with Bill John will probably be changed around. Ijnake him a contender for leading
son of Salinas while both Ken Others expected to see action arejheavy hitting honors along the
Ferguson and Bud Klein were Lowell Jensen and Hugh Oglesby. coast. Don Peanuts Brown leads
Next weekend the Bengals the batters with a hefty .367
trailing in their matches, having
dropped their first sets. Today travel to Berkeley for a return while Monroe's average shot up
the singles matches will be com match with California on Friday to .349 due to his hitting in the
pleted from the points where left while Cal Poly invades COP for last two games.
off last weekend and all doubles a Mardi Gras match Saturday.
matches will be run off.

Wakd

Saturday the Cubs invaded San
Mateo and were shut out 7-0 by
the potent San Mateo JC team.
Summary:
r V?'4, SuniDle (S.M.) d. Hobart Miller
1 6-4; Ken Sorenson (S.M.) d. Bill Cun
ningham 6-3 7-5: Mike Shaw (S.M.) d.
Jnek Atwater 6-0 6-3; Wally Vickery
Ken Ferguson 6-1 6-1: Dean
if, ?!.
Nj'berg (S.M.) d. Bud Klein 6-0 6-1.
ooubles: Sample-Vickery (S.M.) d. Milig vf'Vn?tnSham 6-1 7-5; Sorenson-Shaw
' •) Dave Campbell-Atwater 6-0 6-3.

VOLLEYBALL

Rhizomia Wins Grown
Rhizomia captured the intra
dural volleyball title by edging
"mega Phi 2-15, 15-13, 15-13 Monay afternoon on Knoles Field.
Respective captains of the day's
juggle were Fred Harold of the
lnners and Harry Hook of erne
s' Phi Alpha. Members of the
inning squad were Ed Cathcart,
"ank Lavarroni, John Kaye, Tom
^Prague, Bill McDonald, Darrell
lchardson and Harold.

W. A. A.
Town Team I challenged
South Hall's claim to the wom
en's basketball title of the
school and emerged champs of
1948 in a playoff last Friday.
All volleyball enthusiasts are
urged to enter the Intramural
Tournament which is slated to
begin next week. All living
quarters placing a team in
competition should report to
the Gym at 4:15 on Tuesdays
and Thursdays.
Tennis and badminton are
also on the women's sports
agenda for all girls interested.
Angela Pasture Wilson an
nounced that a local women's
tennis tournament will begin
next week.

Every 38 seconds fire breaks
out in the United States. Every
IV2 seconds an American dwell
ing catches fire. Every 50 min
utes a person dies in a fire or
from burns.

DIAMONDS

WATCHES

SPORT SHOP

M. Friedberger & Co.
Jewelers

129 E. WEBER

DIAL 2-2297

S t a y —

GRAND
ICE

DRY and
COMFORTABLE
USE OUR WATER
REPELLENT ON
YOUR SKI TOGS
AND RAIN WEAR! !

CREAM
STUDENTS' HEADQUARTERS

COLLEGE
CLEANERS

FOR FOUNTAIN SERVICE

2314 Pacific Avenue
DIAL 2-7774

PHONE 7-7095

•

1928 PACIFIC AVENUE
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THE KNOCKOUT
By
BOB TURNER

I was lying on a cot in my out to meet him. I bit hard on
dressing room, listening to the my mouthpiece and moved in. He
crowd roaring its approval as a jabbed, but my reactions were
couple of fighters battled away faster and I drove my left into
out in the ring. My trainer his face. It felt good. Then he
rubbed my arm vigorously and rushed and I dropped back and
I got a sharp whiff of alcohol caught him with a delayed left
as he splashed some on my hook that jolted his head back,
shoulder. I looked around the and then crossed a vicious right.
smelly little room, trying not to J "Wham!" I felt my fist connect
hear the thudding of the blows 'with his cheekbone through the
outside. They gave me a queer ! glove. I had him beat already!
11 rushed in, slugging with both
feeling of stomachache.
My manager came in and gave hands. I could hear the crowd
me a big grin. "Ready to go, 'calling to him to fight b^ck. Then
j suddenly, "Boom!" ... My head
kid!" he asked confidently.
"Sure, Ralph," I said and tried exploded and everything spun;
to smile in return. I didn't want ,Then the whQle place turned up
him to know that I was scared. I on its side and the floor came up
wasn't in good shape and this | and hit me on the side of the
small town seemed so strange and head. I thought I was going to
cold, none of the familiar warmth fall off of it when I opened my
eyes and discovered that I was
of the coliseum back home.
Then I was in the ring, twist lying down. The din of the crowd
ing my feet in the resin box. The 1 was deafening and I could barely
crowd started cheering and I hear the referee yelling into my
knew that my opponent had 'ear, "two! . . . three!" Ralph was
entered the ring in the far corner. ! screaming at me from the ring
My breath felt short and my legs J side, "Get up. Get up!" The resin
weak. Ralph gave me a mouth | on the canvas burned my nose.
ful of cold water and I gargled "Six! . . . seven!" I pushed my
my parched throat with it and self away from the floor. My
swished it around through my nose hurt through the numbness
mouth. Then my mouthpiece . . . J... I knew it was broken. . . .
the rubber had a chocolaty taste. ;"nine!" I lunged to my feet. My
"Don't loose your head," Ralph head ached and a gob of warm
was saying. "Move in with the blood clogged my throat.
left then bing! . . . drop him with I He came in for the kill. "Bang!"
a right." Just like that! Just My teeth hurt and I grabbed on
| to his sweaty arms. He panted
that easy!
"Clang!" The bell made my with exertion. I felt a sickening
heart jump and I could feel my blow in the stomach and my
pulse racing. I faced my oppo ,knees buckled. "Boom!" my head
nent for the first time and moved exploded again as it hit the can-

A LITTLE MINUTE
FOR A BIG REST

JOB SURVEY
In Stockton 4500 individuals
were interviewed last March to
determine what jobs will be of
fered in the next 12 months. Dur
ing the half day approximately
600 political science students and
teachers contacted 20 per cent of
all the homes and business in
Stockton.
Because of the splendid coop
eration of the political science
classes the survey was 85 per
cent complete. The other 15 per
cent that were not at home rep
resented such a small number
that a follow-up wasn't necessary.
The survey forms are in the
process of being edited, and as
rapidly as they are made ready
they are shipped to the Inter
national Business Machine Bu
reau in Sacramento.

At Home & Abroad-Jobs
More than 150 summer and
year-round service projects in
this country and abroad are avail
able to students in both colleges.
Projects consist of Work Camps,
Caravans, Community Service
and Students in Industry. Other
student jobs are with Coopera
tives, Students in Government,
Inter-racial Workshops and Re
lief Projects.
In the International field are
offerings in Latin America and
Europe through the American
Friends Service Committee, the
American Youth Hostels and the
Brethren Service Commission.
Applications for any of these
jobs or information regarding
same can be had at the Dean of
Men or Dean of Women's office.
vas. I rolled over . . . couldn't
see the ringside . . . sick inside
. . . beaten. I didn't want to get
up.
Suddenly a sharp odor
burned my nose. I jerked my
head back involuntarily and
opened my eyes.
Someone was bending over me.
Smelling salts! A doctor. Every
thing was quiet. I was back in
the dressing room on the cot. It
was all over. Ralph looked at me
and smiled reassuringly. "You
caught a rough one that time,
kid," he said. I sure did. My
head throbbed and I closed my
eyes again.

98th Year

Engagement
Cups....
Castleton
RoyalCopenhagen
China
•

Ghas. Haas & Sons
JEWELERS
425 E. Main St.

SERVING

KAEO RADIO LOG
EVENING, Cont.—

EVENING—

THURSDAY

SUNDAY

7:00
7:00
7:15
7:30
7-45
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
0 :00
9:15
9:30
9 :45
10:00

Sign On
Platter Parade
Behind the Headlines
KCVN Semi-Classical Music
KCVN Semi-Classical Music
KCVN Semi-Classical Music
Sears News
Varsity Variety
Science
,
Columbia Masterworks
Columbia Masterworks
Columbia Masterworks
Columbia Masterworks
Sign Off

MONDAY

7:00
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00

Sign On
Flatter Parade
Platter Parade
Musical Gems
Musical Gems
Coach's Conference
Sears News
Varsity Varieties
Varsity Varieties
Ex-Committee
Ex-Committee
Ex-Committee
Ex-Committee
Sign Off

TUESDAY

7:00 Sign On
7:00 Platter Parade
7:15 Platter Parade
7:30 Platter Parade
7:45 Pacific Prevues
8:00 Headlines that Make History
8:15 Sears News
8 :30 Varsity Varieties
8:45 Varsity Varieties
9:00 A. W. S.
9:15 Nite Owl
9:30 News (10 min.)
9:45 Nite Owl
10:00 Sign Off
WEDNESDAY

7:00 Sign On
7:00 Flatter Parade
7 :15 Olson's Cafe
7 :30 Whys and Wherefores
7:45 Whys and Wherefores
8:00 Quarter Hour of Melody
8:15 Sears News
8:30 Varsity Varieties
8:45 Varsity Varieties
9:00 Guest Star
9:15 "Us Again"
9:30 News (10 min.)
9 :45 Nite Owl
10:00 Sign Off

7:00
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00

Sign On
Platter Parade
Platter Parade
Pacific Musicale
Pacific Musicale
Headlines that Make History
Sears News
Varsity Varieties
Varsity Varieties
Here's To Vets
Regards to Broadway
Big Names in Music
Big Names in Music
Sign Off

MORNING—
MONDAY

7:30 Sign On
7 :30 Crackin' the Dawn
8:00 060 Club
8:15 News
8:30 Mild and Mellow
8:45 Bengal Billboard
9:00 Sign Off

TUESDAY

7:30
7:30
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00

Sign On
Crackin' the Dawn
660 Cliib
Sears News
Mild and Mellow
Bengal Billboard
Sign Off

WEDNESDAY

7:30 Sign On
7:30 Crackin' the Dawn
8:00 660 Club
8:15 News
8:30 Mild and Mellow
8:45 Bengal Billboard
9:00 Sign Off

THURSDAY

7:30
7:30
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00

Sign On
Crackin' the Dawn
660 Club
Sears News
Mild and Mellow
Bengal Billboard
Sign Off

FRIDAY

7:30
7:30
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00

Sign On
Crackin' the Dawn
660 Club
News
Mild and Mellow
Bengal Billboard
Sign Off

GROSSMAN'S GOTTA GO
By PEG SHIRLEY

Some students have been in
quiring about Sam Grossman's
new dining hall interviews show.
There are a few technical diffi
culties which prevent the show
from going on. In short, another
line has to be laid to the dining
hall before we can make a tran
scription of the show. The reason
the transcription of the show has
to be made is because the show

COOPERATION
ON TRAFFIC
PROBLEM

will have to be sponsored in order
to be aired—the reason ? AEO,
the honorary radio frat, can't af
ford the line so a sponsor will
have to be found who would be
willing to foot the bill. When
that sponsor is gotten, the show
will go on.
Take a listen to Roma Porter's
new show, "Big Names in Music,"
Thursday, 9:30-10. She gives you
the historical background of the
long hairs (great composers).

Y.M.C.A. Conference
Students interested in social
work as a career, college age,
graduate level and above, are in
vited to get acquainted Sunday
at the Stockton YMCA. This will
be a recruiting conference, the
program to start at 11:45 a. m.
The cost including luncheon and
refreshments and registration is
$1.25. Reservations may be made
by phoning 9-9026.

There has been good coopera
tion so far, said Dean Betz, on
the Campus Traffic Control Prob
lem, but there is a bad condition
existing in front of the gym.
Since most students use the
Gym and have to cross the street,
there is a dangerous pedestrian
problem which is made worse by
the mixup of cars; those which
are parked, sometimes two or needed to make the program a
three deep, and those being driv success.
en through this unnecessary bar VIOLATORS
rier of parked autos.
Violators who receive tickets
and fail to appear at court are
STUDENT HELP
Those who are not familiar assumed guilty and are fined ac
with the Student Traffic Control cordingly. Dean Betz has stated
should be enlightened. It is run that there are a number of cars
by the students, and for the stu here that, due to various reasons,
dents, who volunteer and receive are not registered with the school.
no pay. It is no soft touch, and License numbers and/or names of
more student help is urgently those who insist on repeating vi
olations may be reported to the
Dept. of Motor Vehicles ih Sacra
mento. Many violators having le
PACIFIC
gitimate excuses are treated A.vitD
much fairness and are seldom
fined.
It is not the wish of the admin
istration to make trouble for car
owners, but to keep the campus
clear and protect the safety of
the students.

TED'S

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF STOCKTON, LTD.
© 1940, The Coca-Cola Company

MEAT MARKET
434 E. WEBER AVE.
107 N. AMERICAN ST.

DIAL 8-8628
PHONE 7-7452

The average per capita con
sumption of cheese in fhe United
States in 1946 was seven pounds-
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PIERCE WHEELER

constitution committee is
. , that anyone interested at8 a its meetings.
This commit1
is vitally important to the
fmre of our student government
a r the proposed federated conu
and should be attended
stitution
hv as many students as possible.
Kose interested see Bill Snyder,

"FLNNWWCEMENTS"
....

TEACHER EDUCATION
SCHOLARSHIPS
Opportunity for teacher educa
tion scholarships $300 up to four
years are being granted by the
California Congress of Parents
and Teachers. Any student in col
lege may apply. See the Dean
of Men or Dean of Women for
further details.

^The"3 constitution
committee CORO FELLOWSHIPS
id like two assemblies deCoro Foundation Fellowships
wted to the presentation of the are open to all veterans, either
federation's plans to the student graduate or undergraduate stu

dents, and offers the holders an
opportunity of field experience
in various public services and in
private, commercial and indus
trial agencies in San Francisco.
It is primarily a form of inservice training for more effec
tive community leadership. Stu
• ILLEGAL SWEATERS
It was reported that some stu dents interested should see either
dents are illegally wearing Professor Eiselen or Dr. H. Jaawards sweaters and jackets coby.
bodies.

student representatives
wiU attend the four-day conven
tion of statewide colleges in Pasa
dena, April 15 to 18. Seventy
dollars was granted for the ex
penses of the delegates.
Tw0

which they did not earn. A recom-!
mendation will be made to the PHILOSOPHY INSTITUTE
Block P society requesting that
Tomorrow will be the first clos
action be taken.
ing date for registration to the
An investigation will be made Philosophy Institute at Lake
concerning the rumor that the Tahoe to be held between com
PSA is getting a rakeoff on pro mencement and summer session.
ceeds from the Band Frolic.
|
OFF CAMPUS

ORGANIZATION

I

LATEST DISC-HITS

RECORDS
Radios and Phonographs
lLe

^

t US supply you with all

|

Sweepstake Speech
Y/inners -

a
A little over 200 more petitioned
j
signatures
are
needed
for
the pro
Sweepstake winner of
the
BUS. AD. GRADS!
motion of a new monthly maga speech tournament held by 300
Business Administration grad zine at COP.
college students from six western
uates may now take advantage
The purpose of this monthly states was USC with 111 points.
of the COP Placement service will be to supplement and bal Nevada took second place with
which until recently has been ex ance the Pacific Weekly. Corre 69 points, and Pepperdine third
clusively for teachers. Mr. El spondence for each club and a with 65. In the Impromptu, Ed
liott Taylor, head of the place "letters to the people" column will Morrison from Pacific placed
ment service, announced this be started. It will also include fifth in men's upper division. Two
week that graduates majoring in literary, social, art, and political Pacific lower division men's de
Business Administration may find events and opinions donated by bate teams, Ralph Pedersen and
Richard Gibson on one team and
desired positions through this the students.
George Stokes and Bob McConnell
service. However, Taylor handles
Petitions for this publication
only full-time placement. Stu are posted in the hall of the Ad on the other, tied for fourth
dents seeking part-time employ ministration Building and the place. Competition was between
ment will have to see Mr. Reuel SCA. If enough signatures are 30 different colleges and 71 teams.
The 10th Annual State High
Fick.
obtained, the idea will be sub
School Speech Tournament for
There are several openings mitted to the PSA for acceptance, Northern California is being held
listed with Taylor at the present. and will begin publication next today between 12:15 and 8:15 and
Students wishing work in such September.
tomorrow from 9:15 to 4:30. Mr.
fields as Insurance, Investment
Student body funds or personal Charles M. Guss will direct.
Banking, Accounting, Sales Work, fees and advertising have been
or General Business should con suggested as ways to help pay for
He suggests that it might be good
tact Taylor in room 105.
the new monthly.
to have editors of every depart
Dr. Woodall, head of the jour ment so that the news will be pre
JUNIOR STATESMEN
nalism department, is in favor of sented fairly and to the students'
An organizational meeting to the idea and is willing to help. favor.
form a graduate chapter of the
Junior Statesmen of America will
be held next Thursday at 7:30 in
room 207 of the Administration
Building.

HISTORY EXAMS

COP exams to meet the state
History and/or Constitution re
quirements will be held Thursday
at 1:15 in Room 205, Ad. Build
ing. This will be the only exam
ination given during the present
semester.
TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTtVT

Prompt, Expert
REPAIR SERVICE
Guaranteed
DIAMONDS
Distinctive, Dependable
WATCHES
For You at

PESGE & GO.
JEWELERS
124 E. Main St.

5-5312

MILLER-HAYS CO.
Plumbing With A Smile
Serving College of the Pacific
Grant at Weber Avenue

Dial 2-0229

1whhww™wwmbbhwwwww»™

your musical needs.

I JOHNNY^CALVIN

'

1

200 SISS

The chapter, being organized
by Robin Hess and Sheldon NicoLOST?
laysen, will give students an op
If you have lost, the Informa portunity to express their views
tion Office has found: keys, on current social, political and
rings, glass cases, books, sweat economic issues.
ers, jackets, scarves, gloves, pens
and pencils.

The suggestion made by Dean
Betz concerning the organization
of off-campus students into a
more close-knit political group,
was approved. Students will be
invited to attend a meeting to
discuss the plan.
CALENDAR
Student Body cards next se
April 10—Opera . . . Puc
mester will be for admission into cini's "Manon Lescaut"; COPsocial events only. Students will Cal Poly, Swimming; SJC-Valbe granted reduced rates to ath lejo, Marin, SF, Track; SCA
letic events in lieu of this change
Frosh Hi Jinx; Rhizomia
in policy.
Dance; Omega Phi Dance.
A committee will be sent to
April 13—COP-Cal, baseball.
Dr. Bawden requesting that he
April 14-16—"Comedy of Er
make Freshman attendance at rors," downstairs theatre.
rallies compulsory.
April 14 — COP-San Jose,
Four representatives from the swimming.
student body will attend the
April 15—Crowning of Mardi
Northern California
Regional' Gras Queen in Greek Theater.
Convention of Student Officers in i
April 16—Mardi Gras Pa
San Mateo.
rade; Open Houses; Baseball,
COP-Fresno; COP-Cal, swim
BLUE KEY SOCIETY
Since membership to the na ming; SJC-Cal Frosh, swim
ming.
tional Blue Key Society is limited
April 17—Mardi Gras Mas
to members of the Caucasian
querade
Ball.
race, Ex-Corn decided to delay
membership until this clause is
removed from the constitution.
Representatives will, however, be
sent to the Fresno conference for
informational purposes only.
Sold: 1350 PSA cards.

J

2016 Pacific Avenue

..... •
PLEASING
ISTINCTIVE

-GIFTSFOR YOU
FROM

TO CHOOSE

— at —

Walter's House

LET'S MEET AT

You'll have all the grace
and freedom of a bird—in this
sweeping Bobbie Brooks
skirt with its clean-swept lines
—a perfect foil for your
flirting petticoats and daintiest
blouses. Fashioned of
"Simpson's SOULETTE Poplin"
in sizes 9 to 15.
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GUYS 'n GALS
By DAVID GERBER

The Band Frolic exhibited a lot
of unknown talent—Alpha Thete
dance hall cutie quartet showed
special talents . . . Rhizomia sent
Omega Phi a pledge telegram,
'Congratulations or^ your regi.
ment." . . . This month has cam
pus lads and lassies singing J0|.
son's April Showers, next month
they'll be singing "Waiting on the
Levee . . .
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Serious Department . . . W.S.S.
F. week, which featured the pow
erful movie, "Seeds of Destiny"
brought to our campus a horrify
ing problems, which I hope we
don't forget too easily. " . . There
but for the grace of God go I."

Reporters: Bill Adams, Lucill Crowell Marge Elhs, £im Mcl*od, fUchard
Montague, Jessie Mathesson, Lillian Juanitas, Moss, Keck, Shelby Gallagher,
Gutherie, McAlUster, Pierce Wheeler, Peg Shirley, Bob Haaker, Will Fimnon,
Dave Gerber, Bob McMahon, Ted Collins, Nancy Nichols, Doris Marion, Kenny
Culver and Dan O'Brien.

EDITORIAL
THE PUBLIC INTEREST IS PARAMOUNT
The Stockton Record recently became concerned about
the status of American radio. In an editorial accompanied
by a cartoon, it told of a "gag" which has been imposed on
radio broadcasters and suggested that it was a violation of
our principles of free speech.
The Record was expressing an opinion on what has be
come known in the radio industry as the Mayflower de
cision, the facts of which have received little publicity on the
air or in the papers. The Mayflower decision was handed
down by the Federal Communications Commission against
an eastern radio station which had been found guilty of
violating Section 315 of the Communications Act of 1937.
Section 315 was designed to prevent radio stations from
editorializing.
Specifically it provides: (1) Stations are not obligated
to present controversial issues over the air; (2) If a station
elects to present controversial program material, then all
sides of the issue in question must have equal air time for
the presentation of their views; (3) The station may not
censor political or controversial broadcasts.
HEARSTS AND McCORMICKS?
We must decide whether the interests of the American
people would be served best if radio stations were allowed
the license to editorialize in the same manner as the news
papers. Would it be to the public advantage to have a chain
of Hearst or McCormick radio stations shouting only their
particular viewpoints over the ether? Under such circum
stances it is difficult to see how the smaller voices of those
who might disagree would be heard above the haranguing
of a host of Citizen Kanes.
The lack of publicity given to this very issue should be
thought provoking. Information on the F.C.C. hearings
recently concluded in Washington is extremely hard to
find. It is hardly likely that your evening paper will carry
the following statement brought out at the hearings by a
representative of the Communication Workers of America.
"(1) Broadcasters are too closely dependent upon
advertising revenue to permit fair and reasonable
editorial policies; (2) Present control of broadcast
facilities is in the hands of interests which are not
representative of the diverse interests of the nation;
(3) Broadcasters' past treatment of their responsi
bilities does not indicate that additional responsi
bilities would be executed in the public interest?
The newspapers have taken no pains to see that this
point of view is found in their columns. Is there then any
reason to suppose that radio stations, given the same free
dom, will execute their responsibilities to the public with
more effort.
A town that has only one newspaper has only one edi
torial opinion landing on its front porches. But if it is
fortunate enough to have a radio station the inhabitants will
have at least that one source of information that is fair
and un-slanted editorially. To keep things fair, on the
air, we advocate a strong re-dedication to the principles of
section 315.
M. W.
Father Firefly to mother, as
they watched their youngster fly
ing: "He's bright for his age,
isn't he?"
"Can your girl keep a secret?"

Of Ike they said, "He was a mean critter but when it came to baby
gilas, he was as gentle as a kitten."

The Rattler Shot Joaquin in the Belt Buckle
(Continued from Page 1)
The Rattler turned his sanguine
face towards his companions.
Surly, his black beard blending
against his burnt skin like one
desert shrub against another,
Ikey snarled at the other two.
"We've only got 90 million
apiece, you fools! I'm not leaving
until I get 200. I thought you
would try to rat out on me!"

GILA BABIES
The three gold-poachers stayed
in the Mexican desert-hills, work
ing like dogs, fighting off Mexi
can bandits and deadly scorpions
until finally, through sweat and
shovel they managed to eke out
200 million in gold apiece.
Towards the end it got so that
"Blackie" Smith suspected lov
able, gray-haired Joaquin Center;
Center suspected Rattlesnake;
and the Rattler had no one left
to suspicion but .the gila monster
that lived under the rock. When
it was proven that the gila mons
ter had run off with all of their
bullion, "Blackie" Smith, the
clean-cut American from Texas
sent a shot of hot lead through
the deadly gila monster. "Black
ie" tried to kill the baby gilas but
Rattlesnake broke down and cried
like a baby. "Don't hurt them,"
he sobbed. They pulled up stakes.
Loading down their shortlegged burros with bullion bags
they started down to San Josita.
All of them were very exhausted
and poohed out from the trying
experience so it was not too hard
to believe that they should run
into a little misunderstanding
over the bean-rationing. Blackie
was a Texan and felt each man
should eat beans southern fried;
the Rattler wanted his raw. See
ing that there was going to.be
"She sure can. We were en
gaged three weeks before she told trouble, Joaquin Center stepped
in between the two boys and said,
me."
"Don't let a few beans come be
tween us, fellas . . . "
But before he could get the last
Hangover: A headache built for
iiron/Ie nut r\t T»ie mnntli
TL'Pir
a hippopotamus.

HARRY HAMMER didn't get
his date home too late from their
snow trip; she'll just be lucky
enough to see Thor's by the time
she graduates ... At the carnival
If you want to see goose pim
ples with curves catch the Aqua
cade night practice . . .
At Epsilons Formal BYRON
MYERS couldn't understand why
his pants seemed so loose until
DORIS BLUM noticed his suspen
ders were hanging down . . .
DAVE HAYDEN'S dog is dying
of poison. There's enough poison
in the world without it going to
the dogs. . .
Girl of the Week—JEAN CARTMEL, a wonderful lot of Junior
who hails from Twain Harte and
now resides at dear old West Hall,
Mrs. McGee's nursery. Jean is an
English major and member of Pi
Kappa Delta, National Honorary
Forensics Fraternity. In theory
its a good background to parry
"Lines" and she's schooled in
practibilities too. Twain Harte is
a summer resort . . . Jean is curcently rehearsing for Pacific's
new comedy play, Years Ago, her
fourth play so far. Jean's hobby
is knitting and she spins yarns
with the best of them. Her per
sonality stands out like a light
after 11 o'clock in the girls dorms.

Prince had shot him right
through his gold-nuggeted belt
buckle. The old man keeled over
in a heap and when Blackie tried
to help him Ikey said, "Watch
out Smith, or you'll get the same!"
It was three days later when
Ikey stumbled into the sleepy old
town of San Josita. He was alone.
The gold had been lost in a dust
storm and he had left his part
ners to die in the desert. The
Rattler flopped his haggard frame
down behind some swinging
doors.
Hold That Funeral!
Two weeks later Blackie and
Joaquin came into town, Blackie There's Gold in That
riding Joaquin piggyback.
There Diggin'
"The old man sure has got
guts," said Smith.
"Gold! Gold!" he shouted.
The Rattler said, "Yeah?" and
Yes, gold was discovered by
like a fox, offered, "Sasparilla?" Old Man Follinsbee and his
They could hardly resist.
daughter, the "Lily of Poverty
Back together again as partners Flat," when the clerical-appear
the three men were stronger than ing miner was reading the burial
ever for gold. In fact, their de service over his friend's grave.
sires were so strong that when While he prayed—with one eye
a little Mexican boy came into open—he saw a miner pick up a
the room and whispered, "Gold nugget out of the dirt thrown
en California Cavalcade at COP from the grave.
Mardi Gras," they took off past
"Gold! Gold!" he shouted. "Hold
the swinging doors and only their on, boys! Postpone this funeral
dust could be seen shifting in the until we locate our claims!" This
sunrays behind them.
was promptly done.
The little Mexican boy ex
Even the old Hemminghofenclaimed, "Ike was a mean critter
Suesdorf
Brewery shut down.
but when it came to baby gilas,
| This was the year 1853.
he was as gentle as a kitten!"

But

dear—will it be in time for the Mardi Grass?"

